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ABSTRACT
A previously developed simulation program that 
modeled a plasma discharge was revised and updated. With 
the assumption that the discharge is cylinderically 
symmetric, the program employs the mathematical method of 
Abel inversion to convert observable lateral emission 
intensity profiles to chemically important radial emission 
profiles and visa versa. The simulation also has the 
capability to model and/or compensate for line and back­
ground emission, instrument misalignment, noise, discharge 
wander, and absorption.
Changes in the program were necessary to clarify 
and prepare the simulation for user interpretation and 
additions. The present form of the program uses the 
modern language abilities of VAX BASIC to accomplish this 
goal •
1I. Introduction
Analytical chemistry! to the layman! is the "how 
much?" and "what's in it?" branch of chemistry. While 
the instruments and techniques of the analytical chemist 
are developed to help answer these questions! the history 
of analytical chemistry since the time of Lavoisier clearly 
establishes it as a science. As such, the inquisitive 
analytical chemist (scientist) has had a need to know, 
"why?" and "how?".
In this paper the analytical chemist's instrument 
is the emission spectrometer. The technique is spatially 
resolved spectroscopy or the spatial resolution of the 
plasma discharge (spark, arc, etc.) of an emission spectro­
meter. While Scheeline and Walters knew that experimental 
and optical procedures answered the previous questions to 
a large extent, they felt that the equivalent mathematical 
tools had not been fully developed (1). To adapt these 
mathematical tools computer simulation was incorporated. 
This simulation is the focus of this paper.
The complete simulation to be revised and updated 
was developed by Scheeline as previously mentioned (2).
The impetus for development of the simulation was to model 
the discharge mathematically. With the assumption of 
cylinderical symmetry, the discharge could theoretically 
be divided into discrete geometrical areas, so called rings
2and lateral zones* Scheeline applied Abel inversion (3), 
a process of matrix inversion, to numerically distinguish 
between light emitted in (or absorbed by) the outer 
cylinders of a co-axially wrapped vertical discharge from 
that in the inner cylinders (4). Scheeline and Walters
(5) also programmed into the simulation features that took 
into consideration instrument misalignment and/or discharge 
wander* The original simulation also had the capacity to 
include absorption and noise.
Scheeline's form of the simulation had distinct 
assumptions and physical properties that limited its 
ability to further model the plasma discharge. One of the 
problems was that emission and absorption were considered 
to be spatially segregated into separate rings. Scheeline 
persisted and derived a mathematical treatment to take 
into account concommitant emission and absorption (6)•
As a senior thesis, this treatment was supposed to be inte­
grated into the program by the author. However, due to 
time constraints this part of the thesis was postponed 
for another willing candidate*
The main focus of this thesis is to eradicate cer­
tain syntactical properties inherent in the primitive BASIC 
and the disjoint logic of the original program. These 
problems limit the simulation’s expandability and therefore 
its application. These characteristics were, at the time
3the original program was written unavoidable due to 
limited memory on computers available in 1974.
With the advancement u. hardware capability and 
understanding of good documentation practices, updating 
and revising became a useful project in order to clarify 
the interpretation and flow of the simulation program.
Some of the areas that were in need of updating were 
descriptive variable names, structured programming, and 
general language modernization. Tha purpose of the review­
ing was to make control and flow characteristics of the 
program more logical and aasily undarstandabla. A good 
indication of this wss ths number of GOTO's that wars re­
duced to increase intelligible program flow and control.
The original program had approximately 325 GOTO's in 1100 
lines of code while the revised program has 150 in 1400 
lines of code. Another feature of the revision was tha 
extraction from the original main control routine of a 
user friendly subroutine. This greatly improves the user's 
ability to follow control in the main routine.
A description of what ia actually happening in the 
program is included in the body of this paper for examina­
tion by users. The description will proceed into the mein 
control routine, initializations and finally into each 
subroutine. Unfinished bugs and additions will be dis­
cussed. Included are a program listing and sample run 
in the appendices.
4II. Program Characterization
Structurally the program is designed to be used 
interactively with instructions being specified by simple 
commands. The program was intentionally structured in a 
"pinwheel" fashion with a centrally connected series of 
independent subroutines (7). The center of the pinwheel 
includes the initialization, main control routine and 
the subroutine friendly.
The initialization part of the simulation program 
includes the dimensioning of program variables, initiali­
zation of long, frequently used string expressions, the 
reading in of numeric data, and the user initialisation of 
specific program variables. From examination of program 
variables it can be seen that descriptive variable names 
were implemented with the new language capabilities. The 
initialization of requently used long string expressions 
came in handy when brevity was desired in the enormous 
number of print and variable statements. Default data for 
each subroutine is also read in along with area and inverse 
matrix data.
The program was structured to be run ir. a batch 
or time sharing mode. This is the first question to be 
answered by the user. The batch mode is a simpler method 
for specifying user initialized variables. The time shar­
ing mode proceeds through a series of questions that are 
answered successively by the user while in the batch mode
5all user initialized variables may be input at one time 
without questions. These questions will be covered when 
the Friendly routine is discussed. The next question has 
to do with noise that is added to certain profiles later in 
the program. The question asks if the user would like 
to "randomize.” If not the reproducible BASIC standard 
documentable noise is generated; otherwise nonreproducable 
noise is generated. Scheeling explained this as a feature 
that allows reproducible noise that can be followed through 
different calculations, monitoring its effect (8). For 
distinct runs non-reproducible random noise can be gen­
erated also. Other user specified variable quantities 
initialized in the main control routine are
The spatial zone width?
The last emission ring?
and 2 flags. These two flags determine if the transmit­
tance profile protection flag is "on" or "off." This is 
recommended to be "on" to prevent Abel inversion to be per­
formed on self absorption data unless -.he back light inten­
sity was set before the absorption data were calculated.
This could lead to calculated negative emissivities or 
division by if not "on." The other flag determines if 
the spatial emission/absorption profile (8) is automatically 
generated. This is particularly helpful when profile 1 *s 
radial emission data is used for the rings that emit and 
profile 2*s radial absorption data is used for those rings
6which absorb. This artificially jenerated profile occurs 
in subroutine construe and can be ced extensively in 
the other subroutines.
The other two parts of the center of the pihwHeet 
include the main control routine and the subroutine 
Friendly. The main control routine first determinti if 
the user desires a batch or time sharing nc If a bitch 
job is run command variables such as subroutine number, 
option number, major and minor profiles involved and 
which are the first and last rings or zones affected are 
input with one command statmeent. The main control routine 
checks these inputs for erroneous answers. It also checks 
for inputs of
'O’ which means use default value
'-2* this indicates the user would like to 
change the default value.
When inputting the first and last ring or zone numbers, the 
following inputs have special meaning also:
*0* the same as above
*-1 1 this indicates that the user wants the 
emission region to be the same for the 
profile as in the initialization
'-2' indicates that the absorption region 
occurs in the succeeding rings or 
zones after the specified last emis- 
sion ring in the initialization (up 
to ring or zone 50).
After the input commands are set, the main control routine 
shifts control to those subroutines desired.
7The time sharing mode differs from the batch mode 
only in the method used for inputting commands. The same 
checks (i.e. for defaults) are made and control is given 
to the subroutines as explained above.
The setting of command variables is unique to 
this mode because it uses the subroutine Friendly. Friendly 
explicitly asks the questions such as subroutine number, 
option number, major profile involved, secondary profile 
involved, and finally which are the first and last rings 
or zones. The answers to these questions are tested so 
that erroneous information can be excluded while useful 
information is extracted. This subroutine tries to compen­
sate for mistakes that occur with the typing in of answers. 
It gives the added dimension of a user friendly program. 
Certain keyboard characters, howev r have special meaning 
when typed in as answers. These are:
■E*, 'D* tells Friendly to reask question
*S*, *T' tells Friendly to stop asking ques­
tions and go into a termination of 
the program mode
1R ' restarts Friendly from the first ques­
tion and excludes all previous inputs
with this feature inputs can be changed anywhere at any­
time in Friendly. Also they provide for an easy method 
for termination of a program run.
The first user specified routine is Construe.
Construe provides a method for the user to construct
8his/her own profiles. This characteristic of the program 
is particularly powerful due to the fact that artificially 
generated data can show trends that would be laborious to 
generate or examine experimentally. Construe has 28 
options 1-14 and 20-34.
Option 1) An on-axis (centered in ring or zone 0) 
Gaussian distribution of a profile is generated and added 
to the contents of the major profile. The user can specify 
the Gaussian’s halfwidth at half height.
Option 2) An off-axis Gaussian profile is con­
structed as in 1). The user also specifies the center of 
this Gaussian.
Option 3) An ellipsodial profile is constructed.
The user specifies which ring or zone the ellipse falls 
to zero in. This profile is also added to the present 
contents of the major profile.
Option 4) Adds to the specified major profile a 
homogeneous (constant) profile.
Option 5) The user can specify the values that are 
contained in any rings or zones in the major profile.
Option 6) Here all the rings or zones of a profile 
can be assigned any specified value.
Option 7) Certain rings or zones of profile can 
be specified to be multiplied by a scale factor.
Option 8) All the rings or zones of a profile are 
or can be multiplied by a scale factor.
9Option 9) The user specifies a constant that is 
added to relected rings or zones of a profile.
Option 10) All the rings or zones of a profile 
have a constant added in.
option 11) The secondary profile is added to major 
profile with the rsulting profile stored in the major 
profile. The secondary profile is left unchanged.
Option 12) The secondary profile is subtracted from 
the major profile with the resulting profile contained in the 
major profile while the secondary profile remains unchanged.
Option 13) Every applicable point in a specified 
profile is scaled by a specific factor.
Option 14) The major and minor profiles are cross 
multiplied with the result contained in the major profile.
Adding 20 to any of these 14 options, giving options 
20-34, clears the major profile prior to construction. Out­
put is always to the major profile. Profile 8 is constructed 
keeping in mind the emission-absorption boundary specified 
in the initialization. This occurs only if the user 
specifies profile 8 to be constructed.
Forward is a subroutine that has the main function 
of converting radial emission profile data to lateral 
intensity data. There are 6 options in Forward, 1-4, 12 
and 13. 12 and 13 perform the same function as 2 and 3 
but they ignore the emission - absorption boundry specified 
in the initialization. This means all rings and zones are
10
included in the calculations.
Option 1) Here a complete radial to lateral emis- 
sion/absorption calculation is performed. The back light 
profile is constructed if not previously done in Construe. 
The major profile is used as the input radial emission 
profile and the secondary profile for the absorption pro­
file. When profile 8 is chosen as input major profile then 
profile 8 is also the secondary profile. Output profile 3 
is first cleared and then used to store the calculated lat­
eral intensity.
Option 2) The radial emission to lateral intensity 
conversion is performed on a completely emitting profile 
(the major profile)•
Option 3) The radial absorption profile is inverted 
to produce the transmittance (lateral intensity profile)•
So here a purely absorbing body is only operated on. Back 
light is constructed if not already done so.
Option 4) An emitter surrounded by an absorber 
(described by the secondary profile) can be used to describe 
this option's function. The lateral intensity profile is 
therefore attenuated while taking into consideration this 
absorption.
Noise is a very descriptive name for this next sub­
routine. It basically adds differing amounts of noise to 
different profiles. It has 6 options 1-4, 14 and 24. The 
noise is always added to the present contents of the file.
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The reault is contained in the major profile involved.
Option 1) This option adds noise, that is independ­
ent of the input noiseless data, to the desired profile.
Option 2) Here noise is added to the profile 
according to the maximum data value in the emission region.
Option 3) Noise is added as in 2) but based on the 
maximum data value in the absorption region.
Option 4) Here noise is added that is proportional 
to noiseless data value.
Option 14) Noise is added to the major profile 
proportional to the square root of the noiseless data 
value.
Option 24) Noise is added to the major profile pro­
portional to some user specified power of the data.
While subroutine Smooth is not the next subroutine 
in order after noise it is useful to discuss it at this 
time. It provides the smoothing of the noisy data. It 
uses a 3 point or triangular smoothing function with the 
smoothed data appearing in the major profile and the secon­
dary profile containing the unsmoothed data. It has only 
2 options.
Option 1) Smoothing does not occur across the 
emission/absorption•
Option 2) This option ignores the emission absorp­
tion boundry, and smoothes across the boundary if the 
boundary is included in the smoothed region.
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The subroutine Abel is complimentary to the subrou­
tine Forward. It performs the lateral intensity profile 
inversion to a radial emission profile. It has 4 options 
these have their calculated data outputted to profile 6 
unless option 2 is chosen. Then the output file is 
profile 7 unless the user changes it to profile 6. For 
options 1 and 3 a back light intensity profile is con­
structed. This is done only if the backlight profile wasn't 
constructed in Construe.
Option 1) A complete lateral intensity to Radial 
emission inversion is performed obeying the user specified 
emission/absorption boundary.
Option 2) A lateral intensity to Radial emission 
profile inversion is performed on a purely emitting profile.
Option 3) A full inversion is performed. Inversion 
of a purely absorbing profile is assumed.
Option 4) The lateral emission intensity profile 
is taken as the major profile and the secondary profile is 
the absorption profile. A complete lateral to radial inver­
sion is performed on the emission data.
For the printing and plotting of the simulated data, 
an output routine is included in the program. This output 
routine calls a special plotting program named Incplot. 
Incplot was developed by Scheeline and Hardas (9) in order 
to adapt a plotting package for the simulation. This pack­
age allows for terminal or hard copy data printing and
Iplotting. The output routine has only 2 options.
Option 1) This option puts hte output into a plot 
mode. The profile can then be plotted.
Option 10) Here the profile data are listed 
along with the log of that data.
The next subroutine, Shift, is extremely versatile. 
Here the profile can be shifted in the plane perpendicular 
to the optical axis. Phenomena due to instrument 
misalignment and/or spark wander can be modeled. It 
calls its own utility subroutine, Shifter, to input data 
after certain calculations in Shift are completed. It has 
9 options 1-6 and 11-13. Options 11-13 are the same as 
options 1-3 except when shifting occurs reflection and 
filling in of the profile does not occur. Output is always 
to the major profile specified.
Option 1) The major profile is shifted by the 
user specified number of zones. The emission-absorption 
boundary is respected (it is not shifted) in the calcula-i 
tions. Reflection and back filling of the shifted profile 
does occur.
Option 2) This option is identical to 1) except 
the emission-absorption boundary is not fixed arid is 
shifted also.
Option 3) Here the profile is shifted but the 
emission-absorption boundary is ignored.
13
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Option 4) This option unshifts the profile cur­
rently in the major profile*
Option 5) This is extremely useful, when in the 
subroutine Shift or in the program in general, reinitiali­
zation of the user variables is desired without leaving 
the program.
Option 6) When only the emission-absorption boun­
dary value is desired to be changed this option comes in 
handy. For shift where many calculations depend on the 
boundary this can be a real time sever.
Shift is used by the next subroutine Wander. This 
subroutine models the effect of spaxk wander, in the plane 
perpendicular to the optical axis. Wandsr uses Shift to 
determine the lateral intensities after a shift (wander) of 
the spark. The subroutine Wander adds the intensities 
accumulated over a specified number of sparks and determines 
an average over these sparks. Output is to the major pro­
file specified and pre-wander data is stored in profile 13. 
The two options possible in Wander determine what kind of 
distribution the sparks will have up to the maximum zonal 
channel wander.
Option 1) Spark wanders randomly. The number of 
sparks fired is user specified along with the maximum 
zonal channel wander.
15
Option 2) Spark wanders as a function of (— ),
x2
where x is the number of zones from the stable spark 
position, up to the maximum zonal channel wander. The 
distribution will be peaked. The maximum zonal channel 
wander will determine how many sparks are fired,
III. Results and Discussion
This section covers specifically program idiosyn­
crasies, bugs, and additions. Macy problems in the program 
were inherent in the previous programming or developed by 
the author. The former being the idiosyncrasies, the latter 
begs, the first of these is in subroutine Construe.
Options 27, 28, 33 and 34 clear the major profile {as 
specified by adding 20 to options 7, 3, 13 and 14) before 
attempting any calculations. These options multiply the 
contents of the major profile by a number and if the con­
tents of the profile are cleared first the product will 
always be zero. So these options are basically non- 
applicable. Subroutine 9, Autocycle, was not completed by 
Scheeline prior to updating. This subroutine should there­
fore be avoided. If Scheeline*s Ph.D. thesis is consulted 
for further information, it should be kept in mind that 
his plotting program was different than Incplot. It will 
have some non-applicable options as seen in his sample run. 
Do not try to run the subroutine Abel without data in the 
major profile otherwise the program will crash.
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The final updated and revised version is not in 
100% working condition. As of this writing there are 
several problems. After extensive program examination 
certain bugs due arise. Following Dr. Scheeline's scruti- 
nization of the program additional bugs might be found.
The first bug occurs when a default value is changed (by 
specifying a -2 input). The program only checks once for 
erroneous answers. This author's advise is to be sure of 
the default number that is changed to.
After extensive runs, calculations, and data exami­
nation, three options of approximately 60 seem to be 
troubled. In subroutine Foward, option 13 seems to be 
taking into account the emission/absorption boundary and 
not inverting in the emission region. This can cause a 
problem in subroutine Abel if the reverse inversion is 
desired. Protection flags will prevent the inversion due 
to zeros in the lateral intensity profile. In subroutine 
Shift options 1 and 11 shift correctly but fail to reflect 
and back fill. This is probably traced back to variables 
N1-N5 in Shift.
As previously mentioned Scheeline has derived a 
mathematical treatment for concommitant emission/absorption. 
The subroutine for this treatment should contain 1) calcu­
lation of all the absorption terms, 2) a method for deter­
mining which light from which rings can be ignored due to 
abroption. With the large matrix inverse that is desired,
17
a trick that determines inverses (less tolerable to 
noise) for upper and lower diagnalized matrices should 
be employed. Finally, the subroutine should fit easily 
into the "pinwheel" of the program structure.
IV. Conclusion
The author recommends when running that Dr. Scheel- 
ine's Ph.D. thesis (if possible) should be used in con­
junction with this paper and a program listing. This is 
particularly important for beginning users. Dr. Scheeline 
documented the program very well and this can be seen in 
his program listing. However, thia documentation is at the 
beginning of the program. The revised and updated version 
has more documentation in the actual program. For extensive 
detail and explanation Dr. Scheeline'a Ph.D. thesis or some 
of the references cover most of all the desired information 
possible. Also, before attempting a program run the user 
should have a general idea of what calculations, functions, 
and constructions are desired and needed.
While the necessity for an update and revision seems 
to connote an outmoded and useless program, this particular 
program has not seen its full capability. When extensive 
data is compiled and run the great power of this program 
will be realized. When the comparison of simulated and 
experimental data is arrived at this program might go far 
in answering those age-old questions of "why?" and "how?".
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Directory SYS4USER: 11.10*0111
ABEL DAT A. DA r 11 ABFLRV. BAS i 0r» AKt l RV . KA*.; \ ABriRV.IVISl
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• LINK ABELRV.BSBNOBJI1. INCPL.0T *0BJI l»TERMINATE.0B U 1
• BUN ABELRV.EXE12
BATCH OB TIMESHARE RUN I INPUT ‘BATCH* OR TIME* OR JOB ABORTS
RUN TYPE. JOB ABANDON.
• BUN ABELRV.EXE12
BATCH OR TIMESHARE RUNI INPUi ‘BATCH* OR * TIME * OR JOB ABORTS 
? BATCH
BATCH RUN ACTIVE.
BUN IDENTIFIER INPUT? DEMORUN ON BATCH MODE 
DO YOU WISH TO RANDOMIZEI * I * OR *YES* OR *Y*
IS AFFIRMATIVE. ALL OTHER RESPONSES ARE NEGATIVE.? 2 
HOW MANY RANDOM NUMBERS DO YOU WANT TO SKIP? 2 
WHAT IS THE SPATIAL ZONE WIDTH IN MICRONS? SO 
WHAT IS THE LAST EMISSION RING? 25 
SHOULD THE TRAN8MITTANCE PROFILE PROTECTION FLAG 
BE ON— . RECOMMENDED THAT IT BE ON.
ENTER *0N* OR *OFF‘ YOUR CHOICE? ON
SHOULD PROFILE 0 BE AUTOMATICALLY CONSTRUCTED? YES
? 1.0.0.0.0.0.
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO SO 
PROFILE NUMBERS" 1 11
YOU ARE CONSTRUCTING AN HOMOGENEOUS U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF THAT PROFILE. 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE IS"? 400
T 0.0.0.0*0.0
free line 1210 
froe line 5500 
froe line 2100
TERMINATE OR CONTINUE? TERMINATE 
XBA8-I-8T0. Sloe 
-BAS-1-FROL INSUB.
-BAS-1-FROLINGSB»
-BAS-1-FROL INMOD.
•XRA8-FMCHMANVI0,
-BAS-I U8EPC-PSL.
-BAS-I-FROLINSUB.
-BAS -1-FROLIMQSR»
BASI-FROLINMOD.
-SYSTEM-F-ACCVIO *
XTRACE F-TRACEBACK. svebolir stark 
•odule naee routine naee
in suberodrais TERNINATE 
in OOSUB 5500 in eodule ABELRM 
in module ABELRV
Memory mansdement violation 
at user PC*OOOOFrA4» PSL»03C00004 
froe line 1210 ir. suberodram TERMINATE 
from line 5500 tr. nOSUB 5500 in module ABELRV 
from line 2100 in eodule ABELRV
access violation, reason mask*00. virtual address*00000000» PC"OOO16909* 
dumr follows
line rel PC abs PC
TERMINATE TERMINATE
atSffiS ffiSSSi!
1210
00016989
00000014
B0000014
00000014
00000116
00016989
00000014
00000014
00000014
0000DB6E
5900 00004A6E OOOO026CMMAiall AAAAarsi
PSL-03COOOOO
r I IMS
00 YOU WISH TO RANDOMIZE! *1 * OR 'YE** OR *Y*
It AFFIRMATIVE* ALL OTHER RESPONSES ARE NEGATIVE*? N 
HON MANY RANDOM NUMBERS DO YOU NANT TO SNIP? 3 
NMAT IS THE SPATIAL ZONE NIDTM IN MICRONS? 50 
MHAT IS THE LAST EMISSION RING? 25 
SHOULD THE TRANSMITTANCE PROFILE PROTECTION FLAG 
DC ON— * RECOMMENDED THAT IT DE ON.
ENTER •ON* OR •OFF* YOUR CHOICE? ON
SHOULD PROFILE 8 BE AUTOMATICALLY CONSTRUCTED? Y
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 1 WHICH OPTION? I 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*? 0
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION I MILL BE 
PERFORMED CM! RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- l U
VOW ARE CONSTRUCTING AN ON-AXIS GAUSSIAN U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROr11 r 
WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF THAT PROriir.
MAXIMUM RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE IS*? 100 
GAUSSIAN HALF WIDTH AT HALF HEIGHT? 5
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 6
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PI GT OPTION tO UIl t BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES t TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* l t
HOME?
PROFILE 1 * I HE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION f'RUF II E IS PRINTED BELOW*
INDEX RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE LOG PDATA
1 97.2655 1.9879689.5023 1.951043 77.9165 1.891634 64.1713 1.007345 50 1 .69897A 36.8567 1.56652? 23.7028 t,40998
0 16.9576 1.729369 10.5843 1*02466
10 6.25 .79580
11 3.49152 .343015
12 1.8453 .76606713 .927651 .349627E•14 .43644 .36007515 .195313 .7092716 .08269 1.0075517 .331202E -01 1.4799118 .125502E 01 !.9013519 .44991 IE 02 7.34607
20 .152580C "7 7.01648
21 .48950VE 3 3 31017
22 . 148614E 3 3-0279423 . 426 781 f '4 4 7697924 .115951: 0 4 4 7757323 .29802JE05 -5.3257526 .724684E-06 6.1398527 .16671IE-06 6.7780428 »362026E 07 7.440329 * 747053E 08 8.1266530 .14SS19E 08 8.83/0831 .268 USE 09 V.5715V32 .467332E 10 10.3307J3 .77t143E - 1 1 11.117934 .120329E 11 1t.919633 .177636E 12 12.750536 .2480871 13 13.605437 •32779E 14 14.484438 •409742E-15 15.387519 .48453E-16 16.314740 •542101E-17 t 7.265941 .573782E-18 18.241342 .374341E-19 *19.240743 .344276E-20 -*20.264244 .487794E-21 21.311843 * 413388C-22 -22*383446 .331738E-23 -23.479247 .2S1763E-24 -24.39948 .18073E-23 -25.742949 . 122765E-26 26.9109SO •788859E-28 20.103
SUBROUTINE NUHIER-? A 
WHICH OPTION? i
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? I 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 25
IN SUORQUTINK PRINT-PLOT OPTION 1 WILL BE
MAX
INHERENT in MTA ARE THE FOLLOWING!
NIN
U.C. RADIAL EMISSION .78S8S9E-28 t7.2453
DO YOU WANT TO SET SCALES? ENTER ‘YES* OR •NO*.? Y
ENTER DESIRED NIN. OR HAX.
ENTER -2 TO LEAVE DEFAtJI T ALONE.
U.C. RADIAL EHISBION MIN? 0.0
U.C. RADIAL EMISSION MAX? 100.0
INPUT TITLE
? U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE
IF SATISFIED* ENTER 'YES' OR 'Y'» OTHERWISE 'NO' OR 'N'? Y
U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE
1 *
2 *
3 *
4 *
5 *
4 4
7 *
8 *
f •
10 «
it * i
12 * A
13 * A
14 *A
13 *A
14 •A
17 •A
IS •A
If •A
20 *A
21 •A
22 *A
23 *A
24 •A
25 4A
SCALES!
U.C. RADIAL EMISSION A MIN- 0 HAX- 100
WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF THIS PLOT IN YOUR OUTPUT FILE? H 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANOE SCALES? H
SUBROUTINE HUMBER-? 1
WHICH OPTION? 2
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? I
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE C0N8TRUC OPTIC!* 2 HILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 2 11
YOU ARE CONSTRUCTING AN OFF-AXIS GAUSSIAN U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE 
WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF THAT PROFILE.
MAXIMUM EPSILON*COMCEMTRATION IS-? 10 
OAUSSIAN CENTERED IN ZONE OR RING? 15 
GAUSSIAN HALF WIDTH AT HALF HEIGHT? S
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4
WHICH OPTION? tO
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? t
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? IS
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 30 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 2 1
HONE?
PROFILE 2 * THE U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX EPSILON*CONCENTRATION
I  .043444
LOO PBATAd*J> 
-t.34000
¥ i . v v, ’
a 2.37020 .409901
9 3.60567 .564517
to 3 .49097
1 1 4.41713 .807341
12 7.79145 .091629
13 8.95025 .951833
14 9.72655 .987959
IS 10 1
14 9.72653 .987959
17 8.95025 .951033
18 7,79145 .091629
if 6.41713 .007341
20 5 .69097
21 3.68567 .56651 f
22 2.57028 .40990t
23 1.69576 . 279 U3
24 1.03043 7466?9E 01
75 .625 •0417
26 .349152 .456903
27 .18453 .733933
28 •922651E 01 1.03496
29 .043644 t.36008
30 .195313E 01 1.70927
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 6 
WHICH OPTION? 10\0\
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 2 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED"? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? I 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 30
IN SUiROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 1 WILL DC 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES l TO JO 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 2 1
PLOT MINOR PROFILE? N
INHERENT IN DATA ARl THE FOLLOWING!
MIN MAX
U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION .177636E 13 10
DO YOU WANT TO SET SCALES? I TER *YES* OR *N0*.? N
INPUT TITLE
? RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE
IF SATISFIED* ENTER 'YES' OR ' Y ' r  OTHERWISE 'NO' OR N " Y
RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE
1
2
34
56
78
9
10 11 
12
13
1415 14
1718 1» 
20 
21 
22
23
24
25 
24
27
28 2t 
30
i t i t i i i t i i t m m m a m i t m m t t i i M i i m m m i i t i i i i i m
SCALES!
U.C* RADIAL ABSORPTION MIN- .177A34E-13 MAX- 10
MOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF THIS PLOT IN YOUR OUTPUT FILET N 
MOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE SCALES? N
rMrfun riwr ilc i«vulvui»» J 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RINQ NUMBER-? -2 LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER?
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OPTION 3 WILL BE
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO SO
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 U
YOU ARC CONSTRUCTING AN ELLIPSOIDAL LATCRAL INTENSITY PROFILE 
WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF' THAI PROFILE, 
MAXIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY IS** 100 
ZONE OR RING IN WHICH ELLIPSE FAl I S TO ZEPO* 1 t' 3S
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1
WHICH OPTION? 4
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-* 4
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 1
LAST <OUTFR) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* 50
IN SUBROUT INF CONSTRUE OPT ION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONFS t 10 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 4 U
YOU ARE CONSTRUCTING AN HOMOGENEOUS U.C. DACRL lGMT PROF V f 
WHICH WILL SF AMBCB FO TNf CURRT N  F o W H E N 10 (IF THA r ppfjf V, f . 
MARIFUM NQN-ADOORQEP UGLUF I5»* 10«
SUBROMT ? m  NUMBER- * *
WHICH OPTION* 10 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLWEB-* 4 SCCGNOAF* PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0 
FIRST ZBMF OR RING NUMBER-* 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* S
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION IO WILL M 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO '
PROFILE NUMBERS- 4 1
HOME?
PROFILE 4 THE U.C. BACKLIGHT PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX NON-ABSORBED VALUE LOG
t too 2
2 too
3 too n
4 100 2
5 too *3
O PDATA<I* J>
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-* 1
WHICH OPTION* S
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-* 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* S
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 3 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 5 
PROFILE NUMBERS- I II
YOU HAVE DECIDED TO INPUT SELECTED RELATIVE EMISSION VALUEVALUES 
IN THE U.C. RADIAL (MISSION PROFILE.
ZONE OR RING -? 1 
VALUE-? ?•
ZONE OR RING •? 2
VALUE-? BO
ZONE OR RING •* 3
VALUE*? 73
ZONE OR RING -? 45
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? A
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-* 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0
FIRST ZONK OR RINO NUMBER-? 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMSER? S
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 3 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 1 1
HOME?
PROFILE I . THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE LOO PDATA(I.J)
1 98 1.99123
2 88 i.94448
3 73 1.87304
4 44.1713 1.80734
3 SO 1.49897
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1
WHICH OPTIOM? A
MAJOR PROFILE INVOtWEB-? I
SECONDARY PROFILE IHVOLVED-? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RINO MUMBEM-? I 
LOOT (OUTER) ZONE OR RINO NUMBER?
IN mNOUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION A WILL BE 
PtHPORNEB ON R1N00 OR ZONES t TO t
*r» iris. w.u. KHViW. Lfll ION PROFILE.
INPUT 7 VALUES* I PEN LINE. 
ZONE OA KINO I VALUE*? f7 ZONE ON RING 2 VALUE*? 8?
;ONE 08 RING 
ZONE OR RING 
ZONE OR RING 
ZONE OR RING 
ZONE OR KINO
3 VALUE-? 77
4 VALUE*? 44
5 VALUE** 50 
4 VALUE*? 35
7 VALUE*? II
SUIROUriNL NUMBER*? a
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOl VFD-? I
SECONDARY PROFlEl INVOL VED <* 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1
LAST (OUTER) 70NF OR RING NUMBER? 10
IN SUBROUTINE ERIN! I t OT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINbi uR znur !, 1 rr 10
PROFILE NUMBERS* 1 1
HOME?
PROFILE 1 • THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION pr of n r n  PRINTED BCLOU.
INDEX RELATIVE f MISS 1 UN VALUE LOG F'DATAT I *
1 9? t.90477
2 119 1.74939
3 77 l.UUA49
4 64 1 .B0A1U5 SO t.6909?
4 35 1.5440 '
7 11 1.0413?
8 14.9574 t.
9 10.5843 1.02444
10 4,25 .79500
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1
WHICH OPTION? 7
HAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED"? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OPTION 7 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 1 11
YOU HAVE DECIDED TO SCALE SE1 ECTCD REL ATIVE EMISSION VALUEVALUCS 
IN THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFIT T.
ZONE OR RING •? 7 
VALUE- ? 2 
ZONE OR RING -? 5 
VALUE*? 1.1 
ZONE OR RING *?
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 4
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 0
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 4 TO 9 
PROFILE LUMBERS- 1 1
HOME?
PROFILE 1 « THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTCD BCLOU.
INDEX RFtATIVE EMISSION VALUE LOG PDATAUtJ)
4 44 1 .00418
5 55 1 . 740364 35 1.54407
7 1.34242
8 14.9574 1.22934
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 1 
WHICH OPTION? •
HAJOR PROFILF INVOLVED*? I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*? I 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 10
IN SUBROUTINE COMSTRUC OPTION 6 WILL BE 
PERFORMED on RINOS OR ZONES 1 TO 10 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 1 11
YOU HAVE DECIDED TO SCALE ALL POSSIBLE RELATIVE EMISSION VALUEVALUCS 
IN THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE.
INPUT 10 VALUES* I PER LINE.
ZONE OR RING I VALUE*? 2 
ZONE OR RING 2 VALUE*? 1.?
ZONE OR RING 3 VALUE-? 1..0 
XBAS-F-ILLNUM# Uletfel nuMer
•AS-I-FROLIHGSB. tram lift* 3840 In Q09UB 3110 in Module ABELRV 
-BAO-I-FROLINHOO, fro. lint 2300 in Module ASELRV 
STRACt-F-fRACESACK» ewMboiic eteck due* fellow*
MMftulR nm m routine n*M line rel PC eb* PC
00014793 00014973
ABELRVtHAIM ADELRVtMAIN 3840
000LD566
00002CF2
000 tww.
0000A4F2
ABELRVtNAIN ADELRVtMAIN 2300 00001ST3 000050F3♦ RUN ABELRV.EXEI2
BATCH OR TIMESHARE RUN) INPUT
? TIME
DO YOU WISH TO RANDOMIZE) M*
•BATCH* OR •TINE* OR JOB 
OR •YES* OR ‘Y*
ABORTS
IS AFFIRMATIVE. ALL OTHER RESPONSES ARE NEGATIVE.? N 
HOW MANY RANDOM MUMPERS DO YOU WANT TO SKIP? S 
WHAT IS THE SPATIAL ZONE WIDTH IN MICRONS? 50 
WHAT IS THE LAST EMISSION RING? 25 
SHOULD THE TRANSMITTANCE PROPILE PROTECTION HAG 
RE ON--. RECOMMENDED THAT IT BE ON.
ENTER *0N* OR •OPE* YOUR CHOICE? ON
SHOULD PROFILE 8 BE AUTOMAT I CAL l Y CONSTRUE IT P? Y
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1
UH CM OPTION? 5
MAJOR PROF ILE INVOLVID i
SEC ONDAR r PR OE I i, f INVO l v ID ? o
FIRST ZuNf '«C R f niQ NUMBER--? 1
LAST cOHfi , /CS* OR K'!N(» NUMBER? 1C
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION S Wti L HEPERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES \ in 10
PROT ILE NUMBERS 1 I 1
rOU NAVI DECIDED IU INPUT LLEl IID PILATIVE CM I SSI ON VAt lit VALUES
IN THE U.C. RAD!*l (Ml
ZONE OR RING »? A
VALUE ? 64
ZONE Ok RING -? 5
VALUE-? 55
ZONE OR RING ? 6
VALUE-? 35
ZONE OR RING «? r
VALUE-? 22
ZONE OR RING ~? 8
VALUE*? 14*9574
ZONE OR RING *? 1
VALUE-? 97
ZONE OR RING *? *■>
VALUE*? 89
ZONE OR RING »? 3
VALUE *? / '?
ZONE OR RING »? 9
VALUE*? 10.5843
ZONE OR RING -? to
VALUE-? 6.25
ZONE OR RING »?
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1
WHICH OPTION? 8
MAJOR PROFILE INVOL VED*? 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER ? 1
LAST <OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 5
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION H WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 rn 5 
PROFILE NUMBERS- l 11
YOU HAVE DECIDED TO SCALE ALL POSSIUf RELATIVE EMISSION VALUEVALUES 
IN THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROF ILF.
INPUT 5 VALUES * 1 PER LINE.
ZONE OR RING 1 VALUE*? 10
ZONE OP RING 2 VALUE*? 1
ZONE OR RING 3 VALUE*? .5ZONE UR RING 4 VA4.UE-? .25
ZONE OR RING 5 VALUE-? . 1
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4.\.\
WHICH OPTION? 10 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? i 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING HUMBERT 10
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 10
PROFILE NUMBERS- 1 1
HONE?
PROFILE 1 t THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE LOG PDATA
1 970 2.98477
2 39 l.94939
3 38.5 l.505464 16 1 20412
5 *i • 5 . 740.1/1
6 15 l.54407
7 22 1.34242
8 14.9574 1.22936
9 10.5843 1.02446
10 4.25 .79580
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 1
WHICH OPTION? ?
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0
XM SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OPTION 9 URL SE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OP ZONES 1 TO 10 
MOTILE NUMBERS* | u
YOU HAVE DECIDED TO ADD TO SELECTED RELATIVE EMISSION VALUEVALUES 
IN THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE.
ZONE OR RING •»* i 
VALUE-? |
ZONE OR RING ** 2
VALUE*? 2
ZONE OR UNO •* 3VALUE*? 3
ZONE OR RING *? 4
VALUE*? 4
ZONE OR RING ** 5
VALUE*? 5A
ZONE OR RING ** 6
VALUE-? -3
ZONE OR $ \ m   ^ 7
VALUE*? 0 
ZONE OR RING ** 8 
VALUE** - . 8  
ZONE OR RING -?
SUBROUTINE NUMBER ? Ai\t
UNICM OPTION? to
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-* |
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*1’ 0 
FIR8T ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* I 
LAST (OUTER) ZONF OR RING NUMBER* 10
PERFORMED ON R INIit. OR ZONn ; t rn toPROFILE NUMBERS* t iHOME?
PROFILE t . ! HE U.C. RAD I At EMISSION 1 to r  II i IS PR INI ED REtUU.
INDEX RELATIVE CM I S M  ON VAl IJt 1 OC PDAT/i
1 9 71 2 .90722
2 VI 1.959043 41 .3 1.618054 20 1.301033 At .3 1.7A888
A 30 1,47712
7 22 1 . 34,*47• 16.4576 t 7163/
9 10.5843 l - 07466
10 6.25 . ’9*.HO
SUBRQUT LMF NUMBER* ? 1
UN*CH OPTION* 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED** 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER ** I
LAS? (OUTER) m m  OP RING NUMBER* 5
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OPTION 10 WILL flC
PERFORMED ON RINfin OR ZONES 1 TO 5
YOU HAVE DECIDED Tf ADD 
IN THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION 
INPUT 5 VALUES, i PER LINT 
ZONE OR RING I VALUE®* .3 
ZONE OR RING 2 VALUE * * ’
ZONE OR RING 3 VALUE ? 3
ZONE OR RING 4 VALUE* ' 3
ZONE OR RING 5 VAl ill - 4
) W
ro m i  p o s s i b i  i m m r i w  e m i s s i o n  v a l u e v a  u
I L E .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER** A
UNICH OPTION* 10
HAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED > I
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*? 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* 10
IN lURROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 10 
PROFILE NUMBERS* i i
HOME?
PROFILE 1 t THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOU.
INDEX RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE LOO r'DAT
1 974 2.98836
2 94 1.973133 44.3 1.648364 23 1.361735 AS.5 1.81A24A 30 1.477127 22 1•34242
8 1A.4S7A 1.216379 10.3B43 1.024AA
10 A. 23 .79888
J )
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? : 
ILLCSAL SUBROUTINE A
s s s f i m '
TRY AOAIN.
i^votyi'vnm r niff lit IWVIII VI It T
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBLR-* o
IN 5UBR0* TINE CONSTRUC OPTION U  Wit l BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- I 2
OVER THE APPLICABLE ZONFS OR RINGS* THE POSITIVE U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE 
WILL BE ADDED TO THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE.
THE RESULT IS STORED IN PRUFIlE « * 1 ME U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
THE UNCHANGED PROFILE IS NtJMRFR 2 .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER* ? 1 
WHICH OPTION* 1?
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED'* I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOl VLD-* 2 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 0
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OF T ION \7 U1U BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS UR ZONES l TU 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 1
OVER THE APPLICABLE ZONES OR RINGS. IHC NEOATIVr U.C. RADIAL ADSORPTION PROFILE 
WILL BE ADDED TO THE U.C. RADIAL [MISSION PROFILE.
THE RESULT IS STORED IN PROFILE 1 , THE U.C. RADIAl EMISSION PROF ILL 
THE UNCHANGED PROF It F IS NUMBER .» .
SUBROUT INC NUMBCR** l 
WHICH OPTION* 13 
MAJOR PROF ILF INVOLVE D** I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-*
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER**
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OPTION IJ Util DC 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONI S 1 ft) SO 
PROFILE NUMBERS- I J1
YOU ARE SCALING EVERY APPLICABLE POINT IN Till U.C. RV.nlAl [MISSION PROE f| r 
BY WHATEVER VALUE YOU INPUT.
WHAT IS THE SCALE FACTOR * 10.0
SUBROUTINE NUMBER^* *
WHICH OPTION* 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED l
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER - * l
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* to
IN SUBROUT [NE PRINT HOT UP I ION I WIN M 
PERFORM! n ON RINGS OR /UNIS 1 10 10 
PROFILE NUMBERS* [ 1
HOME *
FROFUE 1 . TMr U.C. RADIAL IMIS,KIN PROP It I IS PRINTED HT’OU.
NDL X R L l A I t V t  F MI I ON VrM Ul. 1 ()(. I HAt
l 9740 3 - v n o v ,
p 940 2.97313
3 *45 2.64037.
4 230 7.7/1 ’ I
5 655 2.017.71
S 300 2.47717
7 220 2 .3 4 2 4 7
B 164.576 2 .2 1 6 3 7
9 105.043 2 .0 2 4 6 6
10 6 2 .5 1 .795BB
SUBROUT INF NUMBER-* 1 
WHICH OPTION* 14 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-* 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 2 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-*
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 14 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO SO 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 1 2
PROFILE 1 » THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
WILL BE CROSS-MULTIPLIED WITH PROFILE 2 #
THEU.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE. THE RESULTS ARE IN PROFILE 1 .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1 
WHICH OPTION* 20 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-*
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 20 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 2 11
PROFILE 2 t THE U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE IS BEING CLEARED 
FROM ZONE OR RING NUMBER 1 TO ZONE OR RING NUMBER 50 .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-* 6
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-* 2
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 5
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 5 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 2 1
INDE* FF-SIl ON .CONC.fNTRA T I ON
1 0
1 0
3 04 0
5 0
SUBROUTINE NUMBER"? t 
WHICH OPTION? 21 
MAJOR PROFU£ INVOLVED"? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*?
I Oti RDATA^ t . n 1.'345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12 345
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 21 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONE 13 1 TO 50PROFILE NUMBERS* i U
PROFILE 1 , IME U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS BEING CLEARED 
FROM ZONE OR RING NUMBER t TO ZONE OR RING NUMBER 50 .
YOU ARE CONSTRUCTING AN UN AXIS GAUSSIAN U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROF ft 
WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO .ME CURRENT CONTENTS OF THAT PROFILE.
MAXIMUM RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE IS-? 100 
GAUSSIAN HALE WIDTH AT MALI HEIGHT? 5
C
SUBROUT INF NUMBER-? 1 
WHICH OPTION? 22 
MAJOR PROF HE INVOLVED*? D 
MAJOR PROF HE INVOLVFD*? E 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOl VFD-5? R 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? IS
TERMINATE OR CONTINOF ■ CQNIINUE 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED ? T
TERMINATE OR CUN TINUE? CONTI NUT 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED- * 2 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED'? FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-v
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC Of MON ' Will DE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR Z0N1 S 1 III 5<)
PROFILE NUMBERS- .* tt
P j f U , f : * KAMA* ABSORPTION I f l i r i l T  IS DE TNG Cl EARED FROM ZONE OR RING NUMBER 1 TO ZONE OR RING NUMBER 50 .
YOU ARE CONSTRUCTING AN OFT AXIS GAUSSIAN 0.1 . RADIAL ADSOM THIN 
WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF THAI P F O T T ir  
MAXIMUM EPSILON.CONCENTRATION IS* ? 100 
OAUSSIAN CENTERED IN ZONE OR RING* 35 
GAUSSIAN HALF WIDTH AT HALF HEIGHT? *
PROF II E
SUWKUU 11 N t NUMBER * ' 6 
WHICH OPTION? 10 
MAJOR PROF l i t  IN V O L V E D ?  8 
SECONDARY PROFII E INVOLVED*? 0 
F IR S T  ZONE OR R IN G  NUMBER* ?
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORHED ON RINGS OR ZONES i TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 8 t
HOME ?
PROFILE B i THT U .C .  1
INDEX
1•-)
I
45 
A
7
8
910 
I t  
1213
14
15
16 t 7 
1019
20 21
2.124
<ym*
'1 1 
2H
.'9
tott 
?2 ; t 
f.4 
35 
JA 
3 7
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
IS i lO N /A B S O R F TIO N  PROFILE
f MISSION/FPSILON.CONC 
9 2 .2 6 5 5
0 9 .5 0 2 5  
72.9165 
6 4 .1 7 1 1  
50
3 6 .8 5 6 7  
2 5 . 7C28
16.9576
10.5 8 4 3  
6 .2 5  
3 .4 9 1 5 2  
1 .8453 
.922651 
.43644
. 195313 
.08269 
.331202E 01 
. 125502E 01 
.44991 I E -0 2  
. 15258QE 02 
♦489589F 03 
. 148614E 03 
.426781E 04 
. U 5 9 5 E  04 
.2 9 8 0 2 JC 05
10.5843
16.9576 
2 5 . 702H
3 6 .8 5 6 7  
50
6 4 .1 7 1 3
7 7.7165
8 9 .5 0 2 5  
’• ’. 265*i 
100
9 7 .2 6 5 5
8 9 .5 0 2 5  
77.9165
6 4 .1 7 1 3  
50
3 6 .8 5 6 7  
2 5 .7 0 2 8
1 6 .9576
10.5843 
6 .2 5  
3 .4 9 1 5 2  
1.8453 
.922651 
.43644
.195313
IS PRINTED BELOW.
LOO POAfAlI*J> 
1.98796 
1.95184 
i.09163 
1.80734 
1.69897 
1.56652 
!.40990 
1.22936 
1.02466 
.79588 
.543015 
.266067 
.349627E 01 
.360075 
. 70927 
1.08255 
1.47991 
1.90135 
2.34687 
2.81648 
3.31017 
3.82/94 
4.36979 
4.93573 
5.52575 
1.07466 
1 .72936
1.40998 
i.56657
1 .69897 
I .80 7 14 
! .8916.1 
l .75 I 84 
I , /0/V6 •»
1.98796 
1.95104 
1.89163 
t .80 7 34
1.69897 
1.56652
1.40998 
1.22934 
1.02466 
.79500 
.543015 
.266067
. 349627E 01 
.360075 
.70927
SUBROUTINI NUMBER*? 2 WHICH OPTION’ 1 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 8 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*?
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE FORWARD OPTION 1 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINOS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 8 2
CONSTRUCTING DEFAULT BACKLIGHT PROFILE.
PDAT A(41J >■100 IN ALL ZONES 1 TO 50
IN FORWARD* PROFILE 8 # IMF U.C. EHISSION/ABGORPTION PROFILE 
WAS USED AS AN INPUT RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE.
IN FOWARD PROFILE 8 . THE U.C. EMISSION/ABSORPTION PROFILE 
WAS USED A8 AN INPUT RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE.
OPERATINO LIMITS WERE ZONES AND RINOS 1 TO 50 .
OPTION 1 WAS EXECUTED IN FOWARD.
OPERATION DESCRIPTION!
COMPLETE RADIAL TO LATERAL EMISSION/ABSORPTION CAT COLAT ION PERFORMED.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-T 6*1»\*1*\
WHICH OPTION? 1 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? I 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT -PLOT OPTION 1 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 10 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- i  i
PLOT MINOR PROFILE? N
INHERENT IN DATA ARE THE FOLLOWING I
"I* MAX
SUBROUTINE NUMBER- 7 6 »l.\#t.\
WHICH QTTIOHr t
major proeile INVOLVED-* 3SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-' 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER'' SO
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 1 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES l TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- i l
PLOT MINOR PROFILE' N
INHERENT IN DATA ARE THE MM.I OWING!
MIN HAM
LATERAL INTENSITY . « D563E 20 97, 0551
DO YOU WANT TO SET SCRIES' ENTER *YMi* OR *N0' . 7 N
INPUT TITIf 
r LATERAL INTENSITY
,F SATISFIED# ENTER ' YFS' OR ' Y ' »  OTHERWISE NO' OR N »  i
(ATERAL INTERSITY
1 «C
7 •c
3 tc
4 *c
5 tc
6 •r
7 $c
8 tc
9 *c
t o «c
u *c
12 tc
13 tc14 tc
15 *r
16 tc
17 tc
18 *c
19 4tC
20 tC
21 tc
22 tc
23 tc
24 tc
25 tc
26 tc
27 tc
28 tc
29 tc
30 tc
31 tc
32 tc
33 tc
34 tc
35 tc
36 tc
37 tc
30 tc
39 tc
40 tc
41 tc
42 tc
43 t  c
44 t
45 t
46 t
47 t
40 t
49 t
50 t
SCALES t
LATERAL INTENSITY C MIN- .430543E-20 MAX- 97.0551
WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF THIS PLOT IN YOUR OUTPUT FILET N 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE SCALES? N
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4#v#\
WHICH OPTION? 10 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RlNO NUMBER-? I i 4Bf /miTr-t rrwr rib -tun *»
*" au»nwnnt rmni MiJi '(I'flUN 10 KILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 iNOME?
PROFILE 3 . THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX OBSERVED INTENSITY LOG PDATit .132243E-06 6.87843»122474F.-06 -4.91194J • 1054AAE OA 4.976074 .Q50995E 07 7.070075 ♦440259E-07 7,19344A .45010SE 07 7.34AA97 .295425E-07 7.52926
8 •181334E-07 7.74152
9 .103815E-07 7,98374
10 •5S4284E-08 “8.25627
11 .275703E-08 -8.55954
12 .127592E-0B 8.8941813 •548503E-09 *9,2608214 • 218402E-09 *9.6403515 .805734E-10 *10.093814 .273828E-10 *10.542517 .854807E-11 11.068118 .243924E-11 -11.612719 .432279E-12 *12.1991
20 *147A19E-12 -12.8309
21 .304743E13 13.5132
22 .557342E-14 -14.253923 .858844t 15 -15.066124 .104937E-15 15.979125 .763488E-17 -17.117?24 .A4194E-15 -15.179227 .552214E-1A 16.257928 .395914E 17 17.402429 .29B848E*18 18.524530 • 31B517E -19 19.496931 .48S445F-20 70.163932 •430543F 20 20.36633 .10444E-19 19.97234 .12209AE 18 18.913335 • 6. O009F 17 17.207636 . 1085481 14 14.9*443/ . 428337fc 12 t 7.36838 .22 7657E 09 9.6427259 . 9787621:. 0; ’.0095540 .2249A3E 04 -4.6478941 .21305AE-02 2.6715142 .753387E-01 *1.1229843 1.03464 .01567644 A.34774 .80761945 20.4352 1.3146144 42.5054 1.6284447 A4.5499 1.809948 81.1021 1.9090349 91.3083 1.9605150 97.0551 1.98702
SUBROUTINE NUMBERS 5
WHICH OPTION? I
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED"? 3
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED"* 4
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE ABEL OPTION 1 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 4
IN ABEL* RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 ARE AFFECTED.
T0 RA°IAL INVERSION WILL BE PERFORMED. PROFILE 3 » THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE
WILL BE USED AS AN INPUT LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE. 
PROFILE 4 IS THE BACKLIGHT INTENSITY PROFILE.
A FULL DREAMS INVERSION WILL BE PERFORMED.
OUTPUT IS TO PROFILE NUMBER 6
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? A
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? A
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1
LAST (OUTER) 2ONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES t TO 50 PROFILE NUMBERS- A 1
HOME?
PROFILE A THE COMPUTED EMISSION/ABSORPTION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX1
2
3
45 
A 7
EM1SSI0N/EP8IL0N.C0NC.
97.2435
87.5034
77.9144
A4.171ASO
34.897
29.7028
LOO PDATA(ifJ) 
I.98795 
1.99184 
1.89143 
1.80734 
1.49897 
1.94492 
1.40998
to 6.25001 9U«.79588it 3.49132 .543014
1 2 1.84331 .24404913 >922433 -.349416E-0114 .434442 -.34007413 .195314 .7092471A .826902E-01 >1.0823317 .331203E-01 -1.47991IS »123503E-01 -1.90133
1? .44991IE-02 *2.3448720 .1325B8E-02 -2.8164821 .489589E-03 -3.3101722 .148414E-03 -3.8279423 .42A783E-04 -4.3497924 •11395E-04 -4.9337323 .298C23C-05 -3.325752A 10.5844 1.0246727 14*9574 1.2293628 25.7028 1.4099829 34.8348 1.5463230 30 1.6989731 44.1712 1.8073432 77.9143 1*8916333 89.5024 1.9318434 97.2454 1.9879635 100 23A 97.2435 1.9879637 89.5025 1.9318438 77.9144 1.8916339 64.1713 1,8073440 50 1.6989741 36.8567 1.5665242 25.7028 J.4099843 16.9574 l.7293644 10.5843 1.0246645 6.25 .795884A 3.49152 .54301547 1.8453 .26606748 .922651 -.J49625E-0149 .43644 . 16007530 .195312 -.70927
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 1 
WHICH OPTION? 20 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED** 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUE OPTION 23 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 11
PROFILE 3 . THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE IS BEING CLEARED 
FROM ZONE OR RING NUMBER 1 TO ZONE OR RINO NUMBER 50 .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-* ?
WHICH OPTION? 2 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER** 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* 50
IN SUBROUTINE FORWARD OPTION 2 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 1
IN FORWARD* PROFILE I » THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
WAS USED AS AN INPUT RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE.
OPERATING LIMITS WERE ZONES AND RINGS 1 m  50 .
OPTION 2 WAS EXECUTED IN FORWARD*
OPERATION DESCRIPTION!
RADIAL EMISSION TO LATERAL INTENSITY CALCULATION PERFORMS!
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 5 
WHICH OPTION? 2 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-’ 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? -1
IN SUBROUTINE ABEL OPTION 2 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 23 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 4
IN ABEL* RIN08 OR ZONES 1 TO 23 ARE AFFECTED.
LATERAL TO RADIAL INVERSION WILL BE PERFORMED.
PROFILE 3 . THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE
WILL BE USED AS AN INPUT LATERAL INTENSITY PROf I'X.
“ bh SL£f.*J°!HED,A88UHlNG A PURELY EMITTING PROFILE. OUTPUT WILL BE TO PROFILE 7 UNLESS YOU INPUT THE NUMERAL 
A IN RESPONCE TO NEXT QUESTION MARK.? 7
OUTPUT IS TO PROFILE NUMBER 7
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? A
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 7
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RINO NUMBER-? t
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RINO NUMBER? 10
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES t TO 10 BE
PROFILE 7 . THE ABSORPTION UNCOMPENSATED CALCULATED EMISSION 
PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX RELATIVE
1 97.2655
2 89.50253 77.9165
4 64.17135 SO
6 36.85677 25.7028
8 16.95769 10.SB43
10 6.25
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 1 
WHICH OPTION? 20 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
EMISSION VALUE LOG PDATA(I,J> 
1.98796 
I.93184 
1.89163 
1.80734 
1.69897 
1.56652 
1.40998 
1.22936 
1.02466 
.79588
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 20 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 30 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 ||
PROFILE 3 » THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE IS BEING CLEARED 
FROM ZONE OR RING NUMBER 1 TO ZONE OR RING NUMBER 50 .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 2
WHICH OPTION* 12
MAJOR PROF ILL INVOLVED-? I
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* 50
IN SUBROUTINE Ft ;WARD OPTION 12 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- l 2
EMISSION/ABSORBTION BOUNDARY AS SET PREVIOUSLY 
WILL BE IGNORED IN FORWARD.
IN FORWARD* PROFILE 1 * THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROrtlE 
WAS USED AS AN INPUT RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE.
OPERATING LIMITS WERE ZONES AND RINGS 1 TO 50 .
OPTION 2 WAS EXECUTED IN FORWARD.OPERATION DESCRIPTION!
RADIAL EMISSION TO LATERAL INTENSITY CALCULATION PERFORMED.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-* 6
WHICH OPTION* 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED** 3
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-* 0
FIR8T ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 20
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* 30
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION to WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 20 TO 30 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 i
HOME?
PROFILE 3 » THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX 0B8ERVED INTENSITY LOG PDATA
20 .43024E-06 6.36629
21 «138963E-06 -6.8571
22 »424664E-07 -7.3719523 .122783C-07 -7.9108624 .333889E-08 8.473825 .369353E-09 -9.060826 .212884E-09 -9.6718627 .493213E-10 -10.30728 . lOSUlE- 1 0 -10.966129 .224203E-11 -11.649430 • 439896E-12 -12.3567
NUMBER-? 1
WHICH OPTION? 20 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVES-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 30
IN SUBROUTINE CONSTRUC OPTION 20 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONE8 1 TO SO
PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 U
I*!*1^ * 3 ' ™ L L*TER*. INTENSITY PROFILE IS BEING CLEAREDFROM ZONE OR RING NUMBER 1 TO ZONE OR RING NUMBER 50 .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 2
WHICH OPTION? 3
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-? 1
LAST <OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN
IN
SUBROUTINE FORWARD OPTION 
ON RIjNOS OR ZONES
3 WILL BE 
1 TO 50
NUMBERS- 2
l PROFILE 2 • THE U.C* RADIAL 2ABSORPTION PROFILE
uritun J ana C*t.lUILU IN tUWAKU.
OPCRATION DESCRIPTION!
RADIAL ADSORPTION TO TRANSMITTANCE PROFILE CALCULATION PERFORMED.
BUtROUTINC NUHBCR-? 3
WHICH OPTION? 3
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 3
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMDER*? -2
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 2
IN SUBROUTINE AbEL OPTION 3 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 26 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 4
IN ABEL' RINGS OR ZONES 26 TO 50 ARE AFFECTED.
LATERAL TO RADIAL INVERSION WILL BE PERFORMED.
PROFILE 3 » THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE
WILL BE USED AS AN INPUT LATERAL INTENSITY PROF ILL•
PROFILE 4 IS THE BACKLIGHT INTENSITY PROFILE.
INVERSION OF A PURELY ABSORBING PROFILE IS ASSUMED.
OUTPUT IS TO PROFILE NUMBER 6
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 6
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 6
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED** 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER** 26
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RfNGS OR ZONES 26 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 6 1
HOME?
PROFILE 6 » THE COMPUTED EMISSION/ABSORPTION PROFILE IS PRINTED BEL
INDEX EMISSION/EPS II ON.CONC. LOG rDATAdf
26 10.5844 1,02467
27 16.9576 1.22936
28 25.7028 1.40998
29 36.8568 1.56652
30 50 1.69897
31 64.1712 1.80734
32 77.9165 1.89163
33 89.5026 1.9518434 97.2654 1.98796
35 100 2
36 97.2635 1.98796
37 89.3025 1.95184
38 77.9164 t.89163
39 64.1713 1.80734
40 50 1.69897
41 36.8567 1.56652
42 23.7028 1.4099843 16.9576 1.22936
44 10.3843 1.02466
45 6.23 .79388
46 3.49152 .543013
47 1.8453 .266067
48 .922651 -.349623E-0t4? .43444 -.360075
50 .195312 -.70927
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 2 
WHICH OPTION? 13 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*?
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE FORWARD OPTION 13 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO SO 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 1 2
EMISSION/AB80RBTI0N BOUNDARY AS SET PREVIOUSLY 
WILL BE IGNORED IN FORWARD*
IN FOWARD PROFILE 2 * THE U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE 
HAS USED AS AN INPUT RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE.
OPERATING LIMITS WERE ZONES AND RINGS 1 TO SO .
OPTION 3 MAS EXECUTED IN FOWARD.
OPERATION DESCRIPTION!
RADIAL ABSORPTION TO TRANSMITTANCE PROFILE CALCULATION PERFORMED.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 2
WHICH OPTION? 4
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 3
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 2
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*? 1
LABT (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? SO
IN SUBROUTINE FORWARD OPTION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RIN08 OR ZONES I TO SO
PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 2
IN FOWARD PROFILE 2 » THE U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE 
WAS USED AS AN INPUT RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE.
OPERATING LIMITS WERE ZONES AND RINGS 1 TO SO .
OPTION 4 HAS EXECUTED IN FOWARD.
OPERATION DESCRIPTION!
INTENSITY PROFILE IN PROFILE 3 . THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE
WAS ATTENUATED ASSUMING AS ABSORBER AS DESCRIBED 
IN PROFILE 2 ABOVE.
«vuLn uruuwr ^
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 2 FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER"? 0
IN SUBROUTINE ABEL OPTION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS" 3 2
IN ABEL* RINGS OR ZONES t TO 50 ARE AFFECTED. 
LATERAL TO RADIAL INVERSION WILL BE PERFORMED.
PROFILE 3 » THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE 
HILL BE USED AS AN INPUT LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE. 
PROFILE 2 * THE U.C. RADIAL ABSORPTION PROFILE 
IS THE ASSUMED RADIAL ABSORPTION DISTRIBUTION.
THE LATERAL PROFILE OBSERVED IS ASSUMED 10 HAVE BEEN 
ATTENUATED BY THE ABSORBER IN PROFILE 2 *
AND THE CALCULATIONS ARE DONE ACCORDINGLY.
OUTPUT IS TO PROFILE NUMBER A
SUBROUTINE NUMBER- 7 3
WHICH OPTION? I
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED"?
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED- 7 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER- 7
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION t WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 9
THIS IS THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE.
PROFILE 3 THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE
WILL HAVE NOISE ADDED TO IT *S PER YOUR OPTION CHOICE.
THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT IS SAVED IN PROFILE 9 .
THE NOISE SCRATCH REGISTER PROFILE.
IN NOISE. RINGS OR ZONES I TO 50 ARL AFFECTED. 
OPTION I WILL BE EXECUTED.
IN ABSOLUTE UNITS WHAT IS PFAK TO-PEAK NOISE VALUE7 15
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 3 
WHICH OPTION7 2 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 19 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER"? 0
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION 2 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TQ 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- l 19
THIS IS THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE.
PROFILE 1 THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE
WILL HAVE NOISE ADDED TO IT AS PER YOUR OPTION CHOICE.
THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT IS SAVED IN PROFILE 19 »
THE SCRATCH REGISTER B PROF ILF,
IN NOISE. RINGS OR ZONES 1 10 50 ART AFFECTED.
OPTION 2 WILL BE EXECUTED.
NOISE BASED ON MAXIMUM EMISSION RFOION DATA VALUE.
WHAT IS SIGNAL TO NOISE RAIIO AT HIGHEST DATA VALUE? 100
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 3 
WHICH OPTION? 3 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-?
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION 3 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TQ 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- | 9
THIS 18 THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE.
PROFILE l THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE
WILL HAVE NOISE ADDED TO IT AS PER YOUR OPTION CHOICE.
THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT 18 SAVED IN PROFILE 9 .THE NOISE SCRATCH REGISTER PROFILE.
IM NOISE. RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 30 ARC AFFECTED.
OPTION 3 WILL BE EXECUTED.
NOISE BASED ON MAXIMUM ABSORPTION REGION DATA VALUE.
WHAT IS SIGNAL TO Ml ISC RATIO AT HIGHEST DATA VALUE? 100
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 3 
WHICH OPTION? 4 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVES-? I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-?
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE M0I8E OPTION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- I 9
THIS IS THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE.
PROFILE i THE U.C. RADIAL CM1S8I0N PROFILE
T0 IT AS *** V0UR OPTION CHOICE.THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT IS SAVED IN PROFILE 9 ,
THE NOISE SCRATCH REGISTER PROFILE.IS**!!8*' 0* ZONES I TO 50 ARC AFFECTED.OPTION 4 WILL BE EXECUTED.
SCALING CHOICE. DO YOU WISH TO SCALE NOISE ON AN 
»St!iU*Sw**oS S,0M*L T0 H0i“  MT.0 M 8IST
NOIBt IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE 1 POWER OF THE DATA. 
SCALED DY A FACTOR OF? .01
HIPROUTH«p£Top
fiXTpft
INK NUNDER-? 3 
OPTION? 4
PROFILE INVOLVED-? I''Y Marti ir iuum
uni! 1 \ uu itn/ tunt ui\ it 4 rfU f«Jru<trv TjiJ
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR /ONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS' 1 ?
THIS IS THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE,
PROFILE 1 THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROriLE
MILL HAVE NOISE ADDED TO IT AS PER YOUR OPTION CHOICE.
THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT IS SAVED IN PROFILE 9 ,
THE NOISE SCRATCH REGISTER PROFILE.
IN NOISE* RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 ARE AFFECTED.
OPTION 4 HILL BE EXECUTED.
SCALING CHOICE. DO YOU WISH TO SCALE NOISE ON AN 
ABSOLUTE BALTS OR ON AN OPTIMUM SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO BASIS’ 
ENTER 'ABS* OR 'SM*.? SN
NOISE IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE I POHCR or THE DATA.
HITH MAXIMUM SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO’ 100
SUBROUTINE NUHBER-’ 3 
WHICH OPTION’ 14 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-’ I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*’ 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-’
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION 14 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR /ONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* t 9
THIS IS THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE.
PROFILE I THE U.C, RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE
WILL HAVE NOISF ADDED TO IT AS PER YOUR OPTION CHOICE.
THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT IS SAVED IN PROFILE 9 »
THE NOISE SCRATCH REGISTER PROFILE.
IN NOISE. RINGS OR ZONES t TU 50 ARE AFfECTFM.
OPTION 14 WILL BE EXFCUTED.
SCALING CHOICE. 1*0 YOU WISH Til SCALE NOISE (IN AN 
ABSOLUTE BASIS OR ON AN OPIIMUM filUNAl 10 NOISE RATIO BASIS? ENTER *ABS* OR 'SN*.’ SN
NOISE IS PROPORTIONAL TO THr .5 POWER Of THE BATA.
WITH MAXIMUM SIGNAL IU NOISE RATIO’ 100
’ 3SUBROUTINE NUMBER*
WHICH OPTION’ .'4 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-’ 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED5’ 9 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*’
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION 24 Wilt BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR /ONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- l •?
THIS IS THE NOISE ADDITION SUBROUTINE.
PROFILE 1 THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PRO! ILF
WILL HAVE NOISE ADDED 10 IT AS ICR YOUR OP 11 ON CHOICl.
THE NOISELESS DATA INPUT IS SAVED IN PROFILE ? .
THE NOISE SCRATCH TCGISTER PROFILE.
IN NOISE. RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 ARE AFT ECTED.
OPTION 24 WILL DE EXECUTED.
UPON WHAT POWER OF THE DATA DOES NOISE DEPEND’ 2 
SCALING CHOICE. DO YOU WISH TO SCALE NOISE ON AN 
ABSOLUTE BASIS OR ON AN OPTIMUM SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO BASIS’ 
ENTER *ABS* OR •SN *.’ SN
NOISE IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE 2 POWER OF THE DATA.
WITH MAXIMUM SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO? 100
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*’ 3 
WHICH OPTION? 245 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 
FIRST ZONE OR RIND NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE NOISE OPTION 245 WILL BE 
PERFORMED OH RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 1 9
ILLEOAL OR INCOMPATIBLE OPTON IN NOISE ROUTINE. 
OPTION 24S WAS CHOSEN.
IF OPTION 2 OR 3 WERE USED. CHECK FOR TI4E ABSENCE Or 
EITHER THE EMISSION REGION OR THE ABSORPTION REGION, 
RETURN AND TRY AGAIN.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4 
WHICH OPTION?
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
10
IN SUBROUTINE SHIFT OPTION 4 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR Z0NC8 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3
UNSHIFT PRESENT PROFILE(S).
PROFILE 3 . THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE 
IS BEINO UNSHIFTED. AS IN HI.
PROFILE 10 • THE BACKGROUND INTENSITY PROFILE 
IS BEINO UNSHIFTED. AS IN Ml.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4
WHICH OPTION? <2
NEW DEFAULT OPTION FOR SHIFT? 1
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVES-? <2
M t W H FAULT MAJOR PROFILE NUMBER FOR SUBROUTINE SHIFT? 4 
•ECONBRRY PROFILE INVOLVED-? -2
PRRH.T BECONSARY PROFILE NUMBER FOR SUBROUTINE SHIFT? 3
IW 3UBKUUHNE SHIFT OPTION l Will BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 4 3
BY MOM MANY ZONES DO YOU WISH TO SHIFT THE PROFILE? 5 
PROFILE 4 t THE U.C. BACKLIGHT PROFILE 
MILL BE SHIFTED 5 RINGS OR ZONES.
UNSHIFTED PROFILE STORED IN PROFILE NUMBER 13 
EMISSION-ABSORPTION BOUNDRY F IX E D  AND EMPLOYED.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4 
MHICH OPTION?
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-?
SECONDARY PROF ILL INVOLVED*?
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER-?
IN SUBROUTINE S H IT T  OPTION 1 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 4 3
BY HOM MANY ZONES DO YOU WISH TO S H IF T  THE PR O FILE? 5 
PROFILE 4 t THE U.C. BACKLIGHT PROFILE 
MILL BE SHIFTED 5 RINGS OR ZONES.
UNSHIFTED PROFILE STORED IN PROFILE NUMBER 1.5 
EMISSION-ABSORPTION BOUNDRY F IX E D  AND EMPLOYED.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4
MHICH OPTION? 2
NCM DEFAULT OPTION FOR SHIFT? 4
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 2
NEM DEFAULT MAJOR PROFILE NUMBER TOR SUBROUTINE SHIT ! ? 5
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 2
NCM DEFAULT SECONDARY PROFILE NUMBER TOR SUBROUTINE liTTF?  10 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*?
IN SUBROUTINE SHIFT OETION 4 W IN BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS UR ZONES 1 Til 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- .5 to
UNSHIFT PRESENT PROFILE'S).
PROFILE 3 * THE LATERAt IN T E N S IT Y  PROFILE 
IS BEING UNSHIP 1 ED. AS IN Ml.
PROFILE 10 » THE BACKGROUND IN T E N S IT Y  P R O F IIF  
IS  BEING IJNSHIT !ED* AS IN H I .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER- * 1
MHICH GPTiON? 23
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3
SECONDARY PROF ILL  INUOIVEb-' o
F IR S T  ZONE OR RING NUMBER ? 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUIINE CONS TRUE OPTION 23 Will DC 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONF5 1 TO 50
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 11
OFILE 3 » THE LATERAL I N I L N S I I Y  PROP I IX  IS BEING CLEARED 
vOM ZONE OR RING NUMBER l TO ZONE OR RING NUMBER 50 ,
YOU ARE CONS TRUE? I VS AN ELL IPSO I DAI LATLRAl. IN T E N S IT Y  PROP fl E 
MHICH MILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONTI NTS Ur THAT f R U M l E .  
MAXIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY IS-? 100 
ZONE OR RING IN MHICH ELLIPSE FALLS TO ZERO? 40
SUBROUTINE NUMBER-? 4
MHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 3
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RINO NUMBER*? I
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 MILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- .3 lHOME?
PROFILE 3 . THl LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX OBSERVED INTENSITY LOG PDATA
1 99.9487 t.99984
2 99.8749 1.999443 99.7184 1.998784 99.4987 1.99702S 99.2197 1.99458A 98.8484 1.995047 98.4948 1.99325
8 97.9794 1.991149 97.4399 1.98872
10 94.8244 1.98999
11 94.1444 1.98292
12 99.3939 1.9799213 94.5714 1.9797414 93.475 1.97142IS 92*7025 1.9470914 91.4515 1.9421417 90.5193 1.9547418 89.3029 1.99087
19 87.9984 1.94448
20 84.4025 1.93793
21 85.1102 1.92998
22 83.5145 1.9217723 81*8153 1.9128324 80 1.9030929 78.0429 1.8924424 75.tf*4 1.88098
- r ■'>.»..t, «r> I.0300
30 66.1430 1.0204V
31 63.1961 1.0006V
32 60 1.7/815
33 5 6 .5 1 3 3 1 .7 5215
34 5 2 .6 7 0 3 1.72163
35 40.4 1 2 3 1,6 8 4 9 6
36 43 .5 0 9 1.6 3 9 3 8
37 37.9967 1.5 7 9 7 5
3S 11.225 1.4945
39 2 2 .2 2 0 5 1.34675
40 0 1 23454 l 0 12345
42 0 12345
43 0 12345
44 0 12345
45 0 12345
4A 0 12 3454/ 0 t 2 145
4B 0 1 2 14549 0 1 2145GO 0 1 1 145
GUBRUUTlNt NUMB! K- * 1 
WHICH O PTION ’  %
MA JOR F'ROF IL I  INVOLVED*’  3
(itCONIiARY F'Rlii II f INVOLVED*’  o
F IR S T  /ONE UK RING NUMBER-’  1
LAS! < OUTER > /ONE OR RING NUI'BER’  SO
IN SUBROUtlNf CONSTRUE OR HUM 5 U l l i  HI
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR /ONES 1 !0 50
UK Of H E  NUMBER1! 3 ! !
YOU MAUI DEL I DID TO INPUT SLt EC f t  D OBGI RUI 0 I NJ T N'. IT r.',M 1)1 ■ i 
IN 1 MI LA! ERA! t NTF NS I f r !  ROf I I I .
/UNI OR RING 40
VALUE ' |o
/ONE OR RING ’  4t
VALUE .f 10
/ONE OR RING ’  42
V A L U r ■* 10
/ONE OR RING 4!
VAIIJI. 10
/QNI UR RING * 4 4
/At OF ? 10
/ONt OR RING - 45
valui io
/ONE OR KIND -? 46
VALUE*’  10
/ONE OR RING ? 4/
ZAtljr-Y 10
/ONE OR KINO ■ 40
VALUE ' io
/ONE OR RING *’  49
VALUE*’ 10
/ONE OR RING » ’  GO
VALUE*’  10
/ONE OK KING
SUBROUTINE NUMBER ’ 6 
WHICH OPTION’  10 
MAJOR PROFILE IN V O L V E D ^  1 
■ ECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-v „ 
f IRST ZONE UK RING NUMBER 40 
I A S !  < 011T f K ) /ONE OR RJni NUMBER? SO
IN GUDKUUJINi I PINT PLOT Of! ION 10 Will BE 
PERTOKMEB ON RINGS OR /ONES 40 TO 50 
PROF II I NUMBIRS* ,3 i
HOME’
GKO! ILL 3 « THI. l.AILRAl INTENSITY PROF ILE IS PP TNrrit Br i o w .
INDEX OBSERVED INTENSITY 1 no pdata<i . n
t40 1041 10 142 10 143 10 144 10 1
45 10 146 10 147 to 140 10 1
49 10 t
50 10 1
SUBROUTINE NUMBER- ’  4
WHICH OPTION’ 1 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-’ 3 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 10 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*’ 1 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER’ 50
IN SUBROUTINE SHIFT OPTION l WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 3 10
BY WOU MANY ZONES DO YOU WISH TO SHIFT THE PROFILE’ 
PROFILE 3 * THE LATERAL INTENSITY PROFILE
cM 1 ./> 1 ON ■ ABSURF'T I UN BPUNDE : l xi ! ,'.NB (fir-; ij/f [i.
BACKLIGHT FROfILL.NUMBER 4 .HAS W I N SHU l ( f i .
PROFILE 10 » THE BACKGROUND INTI fT, I f Y T'KCjr j i l  
WILL BE SHITTED 5 RINGS OP /OMf .
IWSHIFTED PROFILE STOKED IN f KOI i l l  NUMBER 14 
EMISSION -ABSORPTION BOUNDRY f *ED ANB EMPLOYED.
SUBROUTINE NUMBEfP*? 4
WHICH OPTION? 11
MAJOR PROF ILE INVOLVED*' 1
SECONDARY FROEILE INVOLVED*? 10
FI  ROY ZONE Of. k i m i ; uUMBLP ' I
l AST (OUTI.ro ,’ONf UR FclNU NUMBER' SO
i n  s u b r o u i i n i  s im r o p t i o n  u  wi l j  de
PERT OR ME D ON I INES OP .■ONE'S I TO SO 
PF\Or n i NiJMfii i p ; t i o
FfY h iu many .'ONI , no YOU WISH TO SHIT T IKE p R O M t l ?  *,
1 -K-l If 2 t f . ■ ; II i All IV At INTENSITY PRO! HE
Wf: i EE M l  ; tu S PINGS OR ZONES.
NO i r r i l p l f n o  hr BAPM fi.t INO Will  (HOUR.
MN'MI; H B I • :•! t! I ‘ TOT ED TO PROF II f NUMBER 1 1 
' - ) fCn'i'  t ;,'N l VO 4 0 4 : ■) l : S4 . 15. -lev i .* o l PAO i ■» o f f l u . #
I MISSION A l" I If-1 T I on BIMINBRY I I XI B AND EMP10YEB.
Y1 M i l  I RIM 111 . NIIMPI R 4 .HAS El { N SHIEIETl .
1 r'UI i l l  10 . HE EAl KiiH Jl INB M i l  NS I I Y E'ROEllE 
Ml. HI sill l  li [» ‘ |. | H.' : OR /UNI s .
P; Ml I t ’ l if j it (■ AI,! f II l t N( ■ Ull I HEEOR.
ONSIIII (Mi li.ifl 111 SIORIB IN PROF It L NUMBER 14
I Ml 1 ‘ .'. : ! <N ABSORB! ION BOONBFYY I IXIU AND FMPLOYEB.
SUEROO I 1 Nl Oi iHEl E: -1 4
WH P M 01 I I ON ■* /
HA IOR PROF H I INVLII VLB v 1 
SJ UJNBAR r I EOF II l INOOl.VEB ■* 0 
I IRS I JUNE OR RI Nli NUMBER--' I 
1 AS I (OUTER) /ONE OR RING NUMBER1' SO
IN SUBRUUT INF SHIM UP! ION 1' WILL HE 
E F RF DRMI B ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO SO 
I ROE I U  NUMBERS ■ 1 j 0
Ht HOU MAfo /ONES BO YOU WISH TO SHIM THE I RlIF H E  ? S 
' ‘MlFItt 1 , THE U.l . RADIAL EMISSION PROF II I 
WILL BE SHIPTT D S RINGS OR /ONES.
mi ‘i H i r r t D  a l s o .
UNSHIF TED PROFILE SI ORE B IN F’Ftll I I I  NUMBER l !
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 6
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? i
SECONDARY PROF I I I  INVOLVED*? 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*? 1
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 50
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 WIU  BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS* t 1HOME?
PROFILE THE U . C ,  RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS  PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX
1
I
4
<*,
n
10
U
12
13
14
15
16 
1 / 
10
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25 
2 A
27
2829
30
31
32
33
34
35 
34 
3? 
38 an
RELATIVE EM ISSION VAI.EJL 
5 0 .5 8 0 J 
63.4253 
77.4IJ.M
0 8 . a T4H 
V/ 2731 
7/.2? 1 1 
U 8 . 63411 
// 4021
LOG P D A T A U . J )
1.20390 
t . UO'226 
t .0092 1 .74 76 
I . 7HIJOO 
I .9HI10U 
I .947A 
I . UII9 2
63.4.  S3 
50.5003 
36.7028 
76.3244 
17.3591 
10.4974 
5.9/359 
3.33144 
1.6715 
1.32537 
.910339 
.609872 
.221903 
-.713267E-02 
.314375 
.159047 
.129593E-03 
.230541 
.431491 
.348483 
-.438174 
-.478144 
-.129775 
-.143744 
.327348 
.414201 
.428325 
-.5432411-01 
-.447125 .367685. 44*4*4
I.J0226 
l.70390 
1.5447 
1.42036 
l.23953 
1.02108 
.776235 
.522632 
.223106 
.122337 
-.407967E-QI 
-.214761 
-.653838 
2.14675 -.502552 
.798419 
3.88742 
.637252 
-.364827 
.433582 
.350353 
.320423 
-.884808 
-.842411 
-.484944 
-.380497 
-.348227 
-1.24501 
-.349871 .434524
■ *1 •'*•,.V5 . ,|VVH .T
42 .1111)84 -.506004
43 .107644 .759937
44 . 4.1542* .3*101)5
15 . c,4/146E -01 t.t»v
.6 . I92V62 .405*49»/ .13H008 .8*009/
48 .48/0*5 -.312413
49 .13/801 .4/1339
50 .205531 .6 8 / 1 2 2
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 2 
WHICH OPTION* 1.'
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED** 1 
SECONDARY F T O F l l L  I N V O l V f P '*  0 
F IRS I ZONE UK KING NUMDLR*v I 
LAST (U IJT IK )  /UNI UR F.INU NUMBER* 50
IN SUL<KOtl I I Nt FORWARD O F U U N  1/ WILL BE 
PFT-.FURMF.D UN RING” UR /UNI 5 1 It; V )
PROF I I I  iAJMM , I
I M l .> Li I JN AD'. Ill* it f 11 IN RUIJNDAKt A'i t i l t  PREVIOUSI Y 
W i l l  RE I'  NAM Ji I N I  OPWAFvD.
IN ■ OKUAK!, ! i.F ! 1 l l . Ml II C . RADIAL EMISSION I ROITI I 
WAS USF D •*. , A M INF 111 lA H i ' . i  EMISSION PR O F IL E .
ULTRA T l N(i . M i l  : Wild ,'UNI , AND R I NG'» t IU 50 
UF f I UN U A . I ' i Uli 11 I N I  (JfvUAR'D.
OF ERA! I UN HI t K t F I I UNi
RADIAL I !1t I M I l L A IM  A IN F IN S IT Y  LAI Cl 11 AT 1 GN P IK IU K M ID . 
SIIBROIIT 1 Nl NIJMDLF* ’ I
w h i c h  or t roN'i* t:*
MAJOR I Mil II f INVUI VI I' ■* l
'if CONDART PRO* I! I IN V W V E U -*  0
I IkST .’UNI Ul- R I Ni i NIJMDLR * * l
I A S I  M U I I M  . uni i IK K-INIi NUMBER* 50
TN GIIRRUUI INI H im  1 OPTION 12 W i l l  ML 
F f KT IlKOl h ON KINGS UR .’ ONI 5 1 TU 50
FLU! I l l  NIIMIU It'S -■ I 10
DY i! *U MANY .'ONES DU Y i It I WISH IU SHlF i IHI PROFILE* 5 
M n  i :  t . Till U . C ,  KAIUAl EMISSION PROF II I
UII.l. nr SHIT Tl D 5 RINGS OR /ONI Li.
NO R F F L t C I I O N  OK DALKF U l  INC W ill  OCCUR*
Ml S H ITTE D  ALGO,
LJNGHIF TED PROFILE S I OKED IN PROF Ft i NUMRI R 13
SUBROUTINE NUMBER '  A
WHICH OPTION* 10
MAJIIR PROF IL L  INVOLVED** t
81CONPARY PR O !ILE  INVOLVED"* 0
F IR S T  ZONE OR RING NUMBER-* 1
LAST (flUTERF ZONE UR RING NUMBER* 10
IN SlJPRQHl INt PRINT PLUI OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR /ONES 1 TO 10 
PROFILE Nl 'iDERU- 1 1
HOME*
PROF HE 1 . flit U.C. RADIAl 1 MISSION PROF ILE IS PRINTED BELOW*
INDEX RFLAtIVt: r MISS ION VALUE LOO PDA!A
1 0 -12345
*1 0 12345
3 n 12345
4 «> 12345
5 0 12345
* 50.5803 1.Z039Q/ 63.4253 1.80226
0 7 7,4021 1*8092
9 88.6348 1.94/6
10 V/.2931 l.98808
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? *
WHICH OPTION? 10 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*? 20 
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 35
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 20 TO 35 
PROFILE NUMBERS- t l
HOME*
PROFILE 1 * THE U.C. RADIAL ' MISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX RELATIVE ENI88I0N VALUE LOO PDATAU.
20 5.97359 .77*238
21 3.33144 .922*32
22 1 .6 7 IS .22310*
23 1.32837 *122337
24 .910339 -♦407947E-01
28 .*09872 .2147*1
2* .221903 - .*9 3 8 3 8
27 -.7 1 3 2 *7 8 *0 2 2 .1 4 *7 9
28 .314378 -.8 0 2 8 8 2
2* >.1990*7 -.7 9 8 4 1 9
Jk' < 4.116V1 . S&4U.S/
33 . 368403 .433582
34 *•438174 .35835335 .478164 -.32042J
SUBROUTINE NUMBER"? 1 
WHICH OPTION? 23\3\1 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0 
FIRST 2ONE OR RING NUMBER-? I 
LAST (OUTER> /ONE OR RING NUHDER? SO
IN  SUDROUriNE CONSTRUC OPTION LM W i l l  DC 
PERFORMED ON RINOS OR ZONES I TO SO 
PROPILE NUMBER!** 1 11
PROFILE 1 » THE U . L .  RADIAL L'HISSION PRO! IL L  10 D U N G  CLEARED 
I RDM ZONE OP RING NLJHDER I TO /ON! OR RING NUHDER SO .
YOU ARE CONSTRUCTING AN ON A XIS  GAUSS I AN IJ .C .  PAD I At EM ISSION PROP I l . r  
WKICM WILL DC ADDED TO THE CURRENT CONSENTS Of THAT P R O T U L .  
m a x im u m  R r i A U v r :  l m i s s i o n  v a n  it i r . «  > too
UAUS >IAN MAt I WIDTH AT UALI Ml [ i#MI " %
SUBROUTINE. NIJMDI R -?  4
WHIEH OPTION? i
MAJOR FN lir iLE  INVOLVED-? t
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0
F IR S T  /ON! OR RING HUM BLR * ? I
LAST ( U U I I I D  /ONL OR RING NUMBER? SO
IN SUBROUTINE S H U T  OPTION 1 U t U  Dl 
PERFORMED UN RINGS UR ZONt S I TO S'
PROFILE MUMPERS- t to
BY HOU MANY ZONES DO YOU WISH III SHI I f Mil Pkui I I I  " s 
PROP I LE 1 . III! U i l  i RADIAL EM ISSION I M i l ' l l  
WILL BE SHU II. 0 S RINGS OR / O N ! , .
Mt IGNORED,
U N S H I M I D  I 'R O riLL  STORED IN P R U IIL I  NUMl'l P 15
SUDROOMNl NUMDl k 1 Z.
WHICH O' I UJN? 10
MAJOR L M I F I L E  INVOLVED-? t
St CONI IAS" Y PROI H E  INVOIVLIM? 0
r t R S I  UNI. OR RING NUMBER*? I
I AST < I’llt|.R> ZONt. OR RING NUMDl R? 10
IN SIIDROUf INI. PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 H IL L  DL 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR 2ONES 1 TO tO 
PROFILE NUMBERS- t I
HOME?
PROFILE l « TIC U,C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW,
INDEX RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE LOG PDATA
1 50 i.69097
2 64.1713 1.80734
3 77.9145 1.091634 09,5025 1.95104
5 97,2655 1.90796
6 97.2655 1.907967 09.5025 1,95184
8 77.9165 l,09163
9 64.171-1 1.80734
10 50 1 ,69097
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 6
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? i
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED-? 0
FIRST 2ONE OR R1N0 NUMBER-? 25
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER? 35
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINOS OR ZONES 25 TO 35 PROFILE NUMBERS- 1 1
HOME?
PROFILE 1 » THE U,C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED DCLOW.
INDEX
25
26 
2?
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
RELATIVE EMISSION VALUE 
»152500E 02 
.409S89E-O3 
.1486 M E -03 
•426781E 04
. i ts fs r  04
.298023E05 
.724684C 06 
«16671IE 06 
.362826F 07 
.747053C 00 
• 145519E-O0
LOG P D A T A ( I t J )  
-2.01640 
3.31017 
3.02794 
4.34979 
4.93573 
5.52575 
6.13905 
6.77804 
7.4403 
G.12665 
0.83ZOO
•UB0OUTINC NUMBER*? 4 
WHtil OPTIONt II
rtnr unnti) un runua uk i iu **o
PROFILE NUMBERS* 1 10
it HOW MANY ZONES DO YOU WISH TO SHITT THE PROFILE? 5 
PROFILE I » THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
WILL •£ SHIFTED 5 RINGS OR 20NE3 .
NO REFLECTION OR DACKFILLINO WILL OCCUR.MI IONORED.
UNSHIFTED PROFILE STORED IN PROFILE NUMDER 13
SUBROUTINE NUMBER** &
WHICH OPTION? 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED** 1
Ft CONDAKY PROF li t INVOLVED** 0
riR'I? TONE OR RlNQ NUMBER** l
LAST (OUTER) ZONE UR RING NUMDER* 10
IN SUBROUTINt f’R IN I  PLOT UP I ION 10 WILL DC 
I t RF ORMED UN KINGS UR /ONPS 1 TO 10 
prut n r nijmpi ks i j
hump -
PRO! It I 1 , THE U . L .  RAD I Al EM ISSION PROFILE IS  PRINTED R t l U U .
INDEX
12
3
4
5 
#s
n
vto
RELATIV E EM ISSION VALUE LOO P D A T A U . J )0 12345
0 - I 2343
0 123450 l 234b
w 1 234b
bO 1 . A9H97
6 4 .1 7  13 1 .00/34
/ / . 9 l 65 l .119163
•19.502b l .95104
9 / .2 6 5 5 1 .9 8 / 9 6
SUBROUIINE NUMBER** 4 
WHICH OPTION? 4 
MAJOR PRO! H E  INVOLVED** 1 
SECONDARY I'ROT ILE INVOLVED** 10 
t IRST /ONE OR RING NUMBER*'*
IN SUBROUTINE S H IF T  OPTION 4 WILE DP 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 30 
PROFILE NUMHERS* l 10
UNSHIFT PRESENT P R O F I L E ( S ) .
PROF I I E  I » THE U . C .  RmDIAL EM ISSION PROFILE  
IS  BE INO UN S H IFTED . AS IN H I .
SUBROUTINE NUMBER** 6
WHICH OPTIONT 10
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED-? 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED** 0
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*T I
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RINU NUMBER? 10
IN SUBROUTINE PRINT-PLOT OPTION 10 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 10 
PROFILE NUMBERS* i \
HOME*
PROFILE l . THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE IS PRINTED BELOW.
INDEX
1
n
3
4
5
6 
7 
S9
10
R E LA TIV E  EM ISSION VALUE LOG P D A T A U . J )
30 1.6989764,1713 1.0073477.9165 1.0914389.5025 1.9318497.2435 1.9079497.2655 1.9879689.3025 1.9518477.9163 1.0914364.1713 1.0073450 1.49097
SUBROUTINE NUMBER** 4 
WHICH OPTION? S 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER*?
IN SUBROUTINE SHIFT OPTION 3 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO SO PROFILE NUMBERS* 3 10
IN SHIFT. RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO SO MIC AFFECTED. 
REINITIALIZING SYSTEM
WHAT IS THE SPATIAL ZOME WIDTH IN MICRONS? 50 
WHAT 18 THE LAST EMISSION RING? 23 
SHOULD THE TRANSMITTANCE PROFILE PROTECTION FLAG 
BE ON--, RECOMMENDED THAT IT BE ON.
INTER •ON* OR 'OFF* YOUR CHOICE? ON
SHOULD PROFILE 8 BE AUTOMATICALLY CONSTRUCTED? T
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? 4 
WHICH OPTION? A 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*? 
ttOONMR? PROFILE INVOLVED*? 
FIRST SOME OR RING NUMBER*?
r nur twt- P i unpt f . i *  .* |U
IN SHIFT* RINGS OR ZONES I TO SO ARE AFFECTED.
RESET LAST EMISSION RING NUMBER.TOUR CHOICE* 24
SUSROUTINC NUNSCR** 7
WHICH OPTION? t
MAJOR nOFILE INVOLVED*? I
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 12
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMSCR*? 1
LAST <OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMSCR* SO
IN SUBROUTINE SMOOTH OPTION 1 WILL SC 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO SO 
PROF U.C NUMBERS'* 1 12
PROFILC I * THE U.C. RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
WILL SC SMOOTHED* USING A TRIANGULAR SMOOTHING FUNCTION. 
IN SMOOTH* RINGS OR ZONCS I TO SO ARE AFFECTED.
THE UNSMOOTHED PROFILE IS IN
PROFILE 12 » THE SMOOTH SPRATM RCOIS1LR PROFILE
SUPROUriNL NUMBER*' 7
WHICH OPTION? 2
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED*' 1
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED** 12
FIRST 2UNI OR RING NUMBER** t
LAST (OUTER) ZONE OR RING NUMBER* 50
IN SUBROUTINE SMOOTH OPTION 2 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 fO 50 
PKOI II l NUMBERS’ I 12
PSuf III l . I HE U.C* RADIAL EMISSION PROFILE 
Util Hi SMOOTHED* USING A TRIANGULAR SMOOTHING FUNCTION.
TN SMOOTH* RINGS OR /ONES l HI 50 ARE AFFECTED.
THE UNSHODTHtD PRO) ILL IS IN
PROFlii: 12 * THE SMOOTH 3CRAIH REGISTER PROFILE
I MISSION ABSOkl IMN BOUNDARY It IMG IGNORED DUE I UUP TI ON CHOICE.
illDROUT INI NUMBER-- ' H 
WHICH OPTION* 1 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED** I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED -'
FIRST ZONE OR RING NUMBER?
IN SUBROUTINE WANDH OPTION t WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES I TO 50 
PROFILE NUMBERS® 1 14
SPARK WILL WANDER RANDOMLY•
HOW MANY SPARKS DO YOU WANT* 100 
WHAT IS MAXIMUM ZONAL CHANNEL WANDER? 4 
100 SPARKS FIREDI OUTPUT TO PROFILE I 
PREWANDER DATA IN PROFILC 13.
SUBROUTINE NUMBER*? B 
WHICH OPTION? 2 
MAJOR PROFILE INVOLVED"? I 
SECONDARY PROFILE INVOLVED*? 0 
FIRS? .'ONE OR RINO NUMBER*? >1
IN SUBROUTINE WANDER OPTION 2 WILL BE 
PERFORMED ON RINGS OR ZONES 1 TO 24 
PROFILE NUMBERS- 1 14
WANDER WILL HAVE A PEAKED DISTRIBUTION.
WHAT TS MAXIMUM ZONAL CHANNEL WANDER? 5 
tOA SPARKS FIRED) OUTPUT TO PROFILE 1 
PREWANDER DATA IN PROFILE 13.
SUBROUTINE NUNBER*? S
TERMINATE OR CONTINUE? TERMINATE
XIAft-I-BTO* StOP 
-IAS-I-FROLINSUB* 
-BAS-1-FROLINOSB» 
-BAS-l-FROLINGSB* 
-BAS-1-FROLINNOD*
fro* lino 1210 froo lino 5500 froo lino 2900 
froo lino 1950
in aubnroira* TERMINATE 
in G08UB 5500 in oodulo ABCLRV 
in GOSUB 2870 in oodulo ABCLRV 
in oodulo ABCLRV
XBAP-F-MCMMANVIO* Manor* oonoOooont violation
-BAS-1-U8EPC-P8L * i t  usor PC-OOOOFFA4* PSL-03C00004
-BAS-I-FROLZNBUB* froo lino 121C in lubrroirM TERMINATE
-BAS-I-FROLINOSB* 
-BAS-I-FROLINOSB* 
-BAS-I-FROLINNOD* 
-8Y8TKH-F-ACCVIO*
froo lino 5500 in 008UD 5500 in oodulo ABCLRV 
froo lino 2900 in OOGUB 2870 in oodulo ABCLRV froo lino 1950 in oodulo ABCLRV
accaas violation* raaaon aaak*00* virtual addraaa-OOOOOOOO* PC-00014989,
XTRA' ■- --TRACIBACK» avobolic atack duoa followa
oodula naaa rou tina naoa lin o ro l PC abs PC
00014989 00014989
80000014 80000014
80000014 80000014
80000014 80000014
80000014 80000014
TERMINATE TERMINATE 1210 00000114 0000DB4C
ABELRVSNAIN ABELRVSNAIN 5500 OOOOSAAt OOOOS24E
ABELRVSNASN ABELRVSNAIN 2900*09 00001132 00008432
ABELRVSNAIN ABELRVSNAIN 1950 Q0000FE3 000047C3
S BIR
Dlraetora SY8SU8ERIC330.0113
AKLBATAtMTIl IM M htA BItt ABCLRV*BARI3 ABELRV.EXtlS
PSL*03000000
